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PROCEEDINGS OF THE EIGHTII ANNUAL MEETING
OF THE MINERALOGICAL SOCIETY OF AMERICA

FnRNr R. VeN HonN, SecretarY.

The Mineralogical Society of America held its eighth annual meeting on

December 29,3O, and.31,1927, in conjunction with the Geological Society of

America at Cleveland, Ohio, as guests of Case School of Applied Science and

Western Reserve University. On Thursday, December 29, at2:00 p'tu' President

A. F. Rogers called the regular annual meeting to ordeJ in the Geology-Mineralogy

Lecture Room of Case Main Building. On motion of the Secretary the reading of

the minutes of the last annual meeting was dispensed with, in view of the fact that

they have been printed on pages 71-83 of Volume 12 (Number 3) of Tun Aunnr-

cew Mrxnnat-ocrst.

ELECTION OF OFFICERS AND FELLOWS FOR 1927

The secretary announced t]nat I42 ballots had been cast for the officers as nom-

inated by the council. of these 139 were unanimous and three were negativein

part. For fellows there was an unanimous vote of 61 ballots in the affirmative. All

officers and fellows were declared elected.

The officers elected for 1928 arc the following:

Presid.ent: Esper S. Larsen, Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass'

V ice-Presi'dent : Lazard Cahn, Colorado Springs, Colorado.

Secretary: Frank R. Van Horn, Case School of Applied Science, Cleveland, Ohio'

Treasurer: Alexander H. Phillips, Princeton University, Princeton, New Jersey'

Edi.tor: Walter F. Hunt, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan'

Councilor 1928-L93I:EIlis Thompson, University of Toronto, Toronto, Canada'

The fellows elected follow:
Arthur Hutchinson, University of Cambridge, Cambridge, England'

Robert L. Parker, Swiss Federal Technical University, Zurich, Switzerland'

Lewis S. Ramsdell, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan'

Hans Schneiderhoehn, University of Freiburg, Baden, Germany'

Chester B. Slawson, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan'

A. J. Walcott, Northwestern University, Evanston, Illinois'

REPORT OF THE SECRETARY FOR 1927

To the council oJ the Mi,neral,ogical society of America: The Secretary herewith

begs to report that the roll of the Society now comprises 105 fellows and 218

members, a gain of 2 fellows and 13 members for the year notwithstanding the

fact that 2 fellows and 14 members have been dropped from the mailing list for

nonpayment of dues. One honorary fellow, Professor Paul von Groth, and one

fellow, George Vaux, Jr., have died. Brief accounts of their careers appear in this

issue of the Journal. Three members, Professor Jos6 J. Bravo, J. H' Ten Eyck Burr,

and Henry Fair, have also died. In addition to the 323 fellows and members, there

are 163 subscribers, a gain of 12 for the year although 8 were dropped for non-

payment. A total of 476 paid copies of the Journal are mailed monthly, an increase

of 17 ort"t last year. Actually, during the past year, 5 fellows, 39 members and 8

subscribers were added, but the net gain was not Iarge, due to deaths, resignations,

and non-payment of dues and subscriptions.
ResPectf ullY submitted,

FneNr R. VIN HonN, SuretarY'
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REPORT OF THE TREASURER FOR 1927

The Treasurer read his report, and on motion it was accepted and ordered
filed. On motion an auditing committee composed of non-members of the Council
was appointed by the President. This committee consisted of Charles Palache and
R. J. Colony, and later reported to the Secretary that they found the books of the
Treasurer correct.

To the Council of the Mi.neralogicd Society of Amerha: Your treasurer herewith
submits his annual report for the year ending November 30,1927:

Rncnrprs
Cash on hand December l ,  1926. . .  . .  . .  .  92,7M.37
Dues and subscriptions. 1,705.62
Adver t i sements . . . . . .  279 .25
SaIe of back numbers. 508.69
Interest on bank deposits and Endowment. . . . .. 2,338.92
Miscellaneous. 23.47

$7,  s60.32

DrssunsrMrrrrs
Printing and distribution of the Journal. $2 ,859 . 28

1,047 .82
28.82

375 .00
38.79

Printing of Vols. 1-5 and Decennial Index

ff4,349.71
BeraxcB in Princeton Bank & Trust Co., Nov. 30, 1927... 3,210.61 97,560.32
The Endowment consists of 45 one thousand dollar bonds of

the CityandCountyof Honolulu. .  .  .  .  . .  . .  . .$45,000.00
4 Liberty Bonds of $100 each 4th 4-%% . 400 .00
3 $100bondsof theGreatNorthernR.R., 5-%%Gold...  300.00

$45 , 700.00

Respectf ully submitted,
ArnxeNoot If. Pnrrr,tls, Treasurer.

REPORT OF THE EDITOR FOR 1927

The report was read by the Editor, and on motion it was accepted and ordered
fiIed.

To the Council oJ The Mineralogico.l, Soeiety oJ Ameri,ca: fn the Editor,s report a
year ago several recommendations were made to the Council which seemed to repre-
sent very desirable undertakings. These recommendations included the preparation
of an author-subject decennial index covering the peri'od 1916-1925 and the
printing, by photographic process, of the first five volumes of the Journal. The
Council very generously authorized the necessary,expenditures and the current
year has seen these two projects completed.

Miscellaneous printing, stationery, and postage
To the Editor.
Miscellaneous..
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made during the monttr of December.
The decennial index is moving more slowly. An edition of 600 was printed to

insure an ample supply for both present and future needs as it seems reasonable to

believe that there will always be a limited but steady demand for such an index from

custom in former years the Society's share of tfre cost of this special number was

approximately the same as for a normal issue. The readers were thus enabled_ to

,"*." on unusually large and attractive volume without undue strain being

placed upon tle treasury. It is quite possible that the issues for the coming year

will again include at least one special number.
The current issue contains ffil,eal,i,ng articles, or an average of five articles per

month, and represents contributions received ftorr- 27 difierent Universities and

research Bureaus. The number of leading articles establishes a new record and is

especially gratifying as it includes nine manuscripts sent in from outside of the

States--one.each from Germany, Bohemia and Italy and six from Canada-clearly

indicating a growing cosmopolitan interest in the Society's publication'

Of the 60 leading articles, 7 recorded for ttre first time descriptions of new mineral

species; l0 described famous mineral localities; 29 called attention to new data on

established species and 14 consisted of addresses, memorials and articles of a

miscellaneous character. The series of mineral locality articles, which was begun

over a year ago, should appeal particularly to our friends the collectors and will be

continued from time to time as suitable material becomes available. Issues now in

press contain brief descriptions of the mines at the Falls of French Creek, Penn-

sylvania, and the minerals in the Black Hills district, South Dakota.
The 60 leading articles of the present year occupied 359 pages or 81'5 per cent

of the total space, while 14 book reviews, 20 reports of the proceedings of societies,

45abstractedaccountsofnewmineralnamesand 5gother items of general interest,

including brief discussions, filled the remaining 81 pages or 18.5 per cent of the space

balanced issues during ttre sumrner montis. As very little material is received dur-

ing the vacation period the stock on hand, at times, becomes uncomfortably low.
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The only solution seems to be to increase the reserve supply sufficiently during
t}le spring and early summer to carry the Journal over this lean period. May i
suggest, therefore, that special effort be made to complete all unfinished manuscripts
and that they be turned in before leaving for your summer,s work.

one other matter the council might well consider although no definite action
need be taken at this time. Frequently inquiries are received asking when the
present policy of the society would be changed from one granting contributors 2s
complete issues of the Journal to one of issuing a limited number of reprints
instead. The present system is less expensive to the society but less.convenient to
the contributor who maintains an exchange list. No change in the present method
is advocated until the amount of this extra expense can be fairly definitely stated.
That is impossible at the present moment. r believe, however, that it is a desirable
goal and should be reached as soon as possible.

The concluding table of contents summarizes the distribution of subiect
matter in volume 12.

DtsrnrsurroN or. Swlncr Marrnn rw Voruw 12

Subjects

Original articles
New mineral species 7
Mineral locality articles 10
New data on established species 29
Memorials, addresses, etc. 14

Proceedings of societies
Notes and news
Book reviews
Abstracted accounts of new mineral names

Total of text
Illustrations

Covers, advertisements, inoex

Total

Articles Pages Percent.
of total

8 1  . 5

1 8  . 5

198 440
119

92

532

100.0

60 359
20 s2%)
se n%l
14 11 l
4 s  1 4 )

Respectf ully submitted,
War,rrn F. HvNr. Edi.tm.

REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON NOMBNCLATURE AND
CLASSIFICATION OF MINERALS

W. F. Foshag reported that the committee had held no meetings during the
past year' rt was moved and carried that the committee be continued. This
committee consists of H. S. Washington, W. F. Foshag, A. F. Rogers, T. L. Walker,
E. T. Wherry, and E. S. Larsen.
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REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON PRESERVATION
OF TYPE MATERIAL

W. T. Schaller, chairman, reported progress. It was moved and carried to

accept the report and continue the committee which consists of W. T. Schaller,

W. F. Foshag, H. P. Whitlock, A. N. Winchell, and A. L. Parsons.

NEW BUSINESS

It was moved, seconded and carried that the Council send congratulations and

the good wishes of the Society to Professor Victor Goldschmidt, Heidelberg,

Germany, on his approaching 75th birthday.
The question of the number of reprints to be given the authors of leading articles

was discussed. It was moved and carried that the Council consider sorne plan which

would be more acceptable to the authors. It was suggested that 50 copies without

covers would be more acceptable than the present policy.

Dr. T. L. Walker mentioned the possibility of having a Mineralogical Section at

the next International Geological Congress.

MEMORIAL BIOGRAPHIES

A memorial sketch of Professor Paul von Groth was read by Edward H. Kraus.

A memorial of George Vaux, Jr., written by S. G. Gordon was read by Frank R.

Van Horn. A biography of Prolessor J. J. Bravo of Lima, Peru, was read by A' L.

Parsons. Professor Bravo was nominated by the Council for fellowship but was

kilIed in an automobile accident at Akron, Ohio, before his election. These memor-

ials are printed in full in this issue.

PRBSENTATION OF PAPERS

At 3:00 l.nr., there being no further business, the Society proceeded to the

reading of scientific papers. The papers presented with short abstracts follow.

K. K. LeNors: Sequence oJ Minerilizati'on in Keystone, South Dakota PegmatiLes.

Pegmatites described are tie Etta, Hugo, Peerless, and Ingersoll. In all of these

the common minerals quartz, feldspar (orthoclase, microcline, or perthite), and

muscovite crystallized out during an early magmatic phase. The less common

minerals such as albite (variety cleavelandite), lepidolite, cassiterite, spodumene,

columbite and many others replace the earlier minerals and were deposited by

solutions from portions of the pegmatite still in process of consolidation. In some

instances these hydrothermal minerals make definite veins through minerals

deposited at an earlier stage.

J. T. LoNsoarn Analcite Jrom Breuster County, Texas. This paper describes

the occurrence of the first find of analcite from Texas. The crystal and optical pro-

perties of the mineral are given along with a chemical analysis.

A. N. Wrxcnnt;-: The Isomorphous Rel,ati,ons oJ MgSiOs antl AIAI'Oz in'

Silicates. The evidence that AlAlOs may replace or "proxy for" MgSiOa in silicates

is summarized witl-r special reference to t-he case of muscovite.

* * * *
At 3:45 p.u. the Society adjourned to attend a joint session in the Physics

Lecture Room, Case School of Applied Science, with the Geological Society of

109
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America before which the presidential address of Professor Austin F. Rogers on
"The Nalural Hi.slory of the Sili,ca Minerols', was given. This paper is published
in full in this number. Following this address with A. F. Rogers presiding, papers
of a mineralogical and petrographical nature were presented. The joint session
adjourned at 6: 00 p.u.

On Friday, December 30, at 9:15 e.u., President Rogers called the second
session of the Society to order in the Geology-Mineralogy Lecture Room of the
Case Main Building, and the reading of papers proceeded according to program.

G. ArarNolr and A. L. Plnsoxs: Crystal. Structare oJ Sperryl,i.te. Sperrylite has a
simple iubic lattice. The length of the cube edge is 6.004. There are four molecules
in the unit cube. Position of the atoms, Pt. 4b, As. 8h. This type of structure is the
same as that found in pyrite. The value 5.404 was determined for the cube edge of
pyrite.

D. E. Kann-Lewsow (introduced by T. L. Werrrn): Pleochroh Ealoes i.n
Biotite. Examination of pleochroic haloes in a biotite probably of Precambrian age,
ftom near Murray Bay, Quebec, shows (1) that the haloes are distributed along
the major and minor cleavage planes in such a way as to suggest that the minute
radioactive nuclei were introduced after the crystallization of the biotite, (2) that
a halo consists of a series of concentric spherical shells of different color density,
(3) that the structure of a halo can only be properly seen where the thickness of the
section is small compared with the diameter of the halo, (4) that the light-absorp-
tion curve obtained across a diameter of a thin halo-section by means of a micro-
photometer shows a remarkable similarity to the composite ionization curve for
the eight alpha pariicles from the uranium series, and does not suggest that this
curve might have been different in geologically ancient times, (5) where two haloes
overlap, they interpenetrate in a curious way, so that where a light-colored shell
of ond halo cuts a dark colored shell of another, the dark shell is rendered lighter.

C. S. Ross and P. F. Knnn: Optical, antl X-Ray Researeh on Clay Mineral,s.
A continuation of studies of the optical, chemical and x-ray properties of the clay
minerals has tended to confirm the validity of some of the doubtful species, but it
indicates that others have received more than one name. The work to date has
tended to reduce the number of valid species. The following minerals have been
investigated: kaolinite, halloysite, beidellite, nontronite, montmorillonite, anauxite,
leverrierite, indianite, lenzenite, collyrite, glagerite, and saponite.

C. S. Ross, E. V. Sner.rxor, and F. A. GoNynn: The Formoti.on of Ni.cket, Silicates
by Bose E*change. The weathering of the Webster, North Carolina, dunite has
released the nickel that was originally a sparse constituent of the silicate minerals,
principally the olivine, and is now concentrated in veins of nickel silicates. The
mineralogy of the veins, however, is identical with that of non-nickel-bearing veins
that are widely distributed in dunite and serpentine masses. The geological rela-
tions therefore indicate that few new minerals have been formed, but most of the
nickel has been transferred from dunite to previously existing vein minerals by the
process of base exchange during weathering. The possibility of base exchange is
confirmed by experiment.
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W. T. Scserr,nr': Occurrence of Kernite anil Associ'ated' Bmates. An enormous

quantity of kernite is present several hundred feet underground near Kramer,

Mojave desert, Calif. Crystals measuring up to 6 by 3 feet, irregular masses, and

veins occur in mud shales, Massive rock borax and several other borates are

relatively sparingly present.

W. T. Scnlrrrrll. Probabl.e lilenli,ty of Camsell'ite wi'th Szai,belyite. A comparison

of the optical properties and analyses of these two minerals shows such similarity

that they are probably identical.

W. T. Scsarr.nn-: Potash Mi.nerals from the Texas-Neu Merico Field. Study of

drill cores from 3 wells has identified the following potash minerals from this

saline field: sylvite, polyhalite, carnallite, kainite, and langbeinite.

W. T. Scnaurn; Base Exchange in Artif,ciol, Autuni'tes. Starting with artifi-

cially prepared autunite, definite crystalline compounds were made in which

sodium, potassium, barium, manganese, or lead proxied for calcium. The soda,

in artificial sodium autunitd, was readily replaced by potassium, barium, and

manganese.

O. F. Powonxrnn-: Consti.tuenls o! Diamonil-bearing Black Sands from Angola,

PortugeseWesl AJrica. (Paper presented by Frank R. Van Horn). The following

minerals are present: diamond, corundum, tourmaline, staurolite, hornblende,

zircon, rutile, garnet, cyanite, diallage, quartz, ilmenite, hematite and pyrite.

Alsopossiblyspinel, columbite, topaz, beryl, moonstone, opal, chalcedony. Ablack

glassy mineral resembling in luster obsidian is also present. Hardness 6.5, sp. gr.

3.70. Biaxial, positive. F:1.75, brownish, pleochroic. No analysis was made but

believed to be a variety of augite.

C. S. Ross: Seili.mmtary Anolcite in Ari,zona. A fine grained sandstonelike

material from western Arizona proved to be made up almost exclusively of small

trapezohedrons, and the optical and chemical properties show the crystals to be

analcite. The analcite forms beds in fine grained sediments of the playa tlpe and

are clearly part of a sedimentary series. It is evident, therefore, that analcite may

be formed either by direct chemical precipitation or mote probably by the reaction

between concentrated alkaline solutions and colloidal clay material.

E. K. Gronnv:. A New Mel,hoil Jm the Determination oJ the Felilspars, A short

and accurate method for determining any feldspar is possible by comparing the

spectrophotographs of unknown with those of known specimens. At the present

stage of research this comparison also assures a quantitative analysis within

one-half percent. of error, not only of the lime-soda content, but also of other

alkalies, alkaline earths, and aluminum.

E. K. Grorrcv and C. W. Bnom: Some Newoccurrences oJ Rare Metal and, other

Mi,nerol's from the Cumberl,and, Regi.on oJ Rhode Istranil. Over eighty distinct species

witl many varieties have been determined from this small but complex region.

The area is marked by a widespread occurrence of rare metal minerals, such as eu-

dialyte and titano-columbates of the rare earths, of a pronounced pneumatolytic

and metasomatic origin.
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W. A. T,q.nn: Doubly Terminated Quartz Cryslal,s in Gypsum from Acme, Nao
Mexico. Splendidly developed doubly terminated crystals were found in a specimen
of massive gypsum near Acme, New Mexico. The specimen was found on the out-
crop of the gypsum but not in place. The quartz crystals range from a fraction of a
millimeter up to an inch in length. All but the smallest are pink or red in color.
The rhombohedral faces are well developed, but the prismatic faces are rough.
The quartz crystals occur in a band two inches thick, having replaced the g5.psum.

At 72:44p.u. the Society adjouln.U ,* t"".n. At 2:10 r.n., President Rogers
called the third session to order, and immediately proceeded with the final papers
on the program.

J. W. Gnrrurn: A Prelimi.nary Report of the Crystal, Structure oJ Andcite. The
Laue, powder and oscillation methods were used in investigation of the structure of
analcite. In spite of the anomalies of the mineral which cast some doubt on its
cubic character, it was impossible to find lower symmetry with the aid of X-rays.
The lattice is cubic holohedral body-centered. The edge of the unit cube is 13.64
+0.054 long. Each unit cube contains sixteen molecules NaAlSirOe .HrO. The
space group is Or,'g(Oi-9, Wyckoff). Analcite dehydrated at 6000 to 700" shows very
little change in volume. The structure seems also to remain the same. Obviously
the loss of the water has little influence on the arransement of the atoms or ions in
analcite.

F. R. VaN HonN: Large Magneti.te and Franhlinite Crystal,s from Frankli.n Fur-
nace, Neu Jersey. In 1893 when visiting Franklin, a large crystal of magnetite
was ,found which weighed 1205 grams. It is about 9 x 9 x 10 centimeters or
3l x 3l x 4 inches in size, and of rhombic dodecahedral habit with a small octahe-
dron. The size is very unusual. In 1891 a large crystal of franklinite associated
with zincite, tephroite and calcite was found which weighed 975 grams. The habit
is octahedral with a small rhombic dodecahedron, the longest face of which is
about 10 centimeters or 4 inches in length. A second specimen was found in 1893
consisting of a group of two crystals, the larger of which is about 8 centimeters or
3| inches long. Larger franklinite crystals have probably been found, but speci-
mens of these dimensions are quite unusual.

E. S. L.cnsnx: Mineralogical Dala on trhe Humite Group. The optical properties
of the various members of the humite group studied by Brush and by Sjogren have
been determined and give the lollowing values for the members.

a B " v
Norbergite 1.568 1.572 1.588
Chondrodite 1.605 1.618 1.636
Humi te  1 .622 1 .632 1 .652

.  . .  (  1 . 6 2 3  r . 6 3 6  1 . 6 s 1Llrnonumtte \ . ..^l .  1 . 6 s 2  1 . 6 6 3  1 . 6 8 1

Ext. 2V Disp.

0 med. large p> v
27" large to over 90" p>v

0 med. Iarge p<v

I t o
15.  

Iarge p<Y

In general the chondrodites show little variation in the values of their indices of
refraction but the Tilly Foster mineral has much higher indices (0:1.638 to 1.655)
with no chemical difierence that would explain the high values.
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For humite the Nordmarken mineral has B:1.643, but this high value is prob-

ably due to the high iron content. (FeO*Fe:Or*MnO - 10.68).
Clinohumite from Nordmark has B:1.663 and high iron (FeO*MnO:15.44),

and the titano-hydroclinohumite from Italy has 9:1.673 with moderate iron
(FeO*FezOa*MnO:5.6), Iow F (0.03), high TiOz (1.92), and high HzO (3.16).

Norbergite has been found in abundance at Franklin Furnace and it is ortho-

rhombic in symmetry, the crystals resembling those of humite.

Crrenrrs Per..lcnr and Manrru A. Pracocr: Nature and. Origin oJ the Amphi-
bole-Asbestos oJ South Africa. The study is based on a series of specimens of asbes-
tos-bearing ironstones from Cape Province and the Trarlsvaal, collected by the

senior author on the Shaler Memorial Expedition to South Africa in 1922. Croci-

dolite and amosite occur in these rocks in persistent, interbedded, cross-fiber seams.
On the basis of optical and chemical study of favorable material the data of these
rninerals have been revised and extended. In the genetic discussion the following
have been treated: the origin of the iron stonesl the sources of the constituents of

the asbestos seamsl the conditions which promoted the formation of asbestos; and

the special conditions which determined cross-fiber structure. Seven new analyses

are contributed.

Cnenr,es Pala.cun: Minerdogical Notes om Franhl,in Furnace. Notes compiled

with the assistance of Messrs. L. H. Bauer, If. Berman and L. W. Lewis on the

occurrence, composition, crystallography, and chemical properties of the following

minerals: azuxite, cahnite, clinozoisite, gageite, glaucochroite, hetaerolite, hodgkin-

sonite, quartz, smithsonite, sussexite, tephroite, tetrahedrite, and willemite.

Lrnrar W. Lnwrs: The Poragenesis oJ the Granite Pegmati,te ol Fitchburg,

Massachusetts. (Read in abstract.) In the Fitchburg quarries persistent pegma-

tite dikes from an inch to over a foot in width have been injected along a con-
jugate system of fractures. The walls are clean cut in the field with a border oI

microcline on both contacts and,a center filling of quartz against the crystal

boundaries of the feldspar. The pegmatites consist essentially of microcline

and quartz with subordinate black tourmaline, beryl, garnet and allanite.

Evidence is presented to support the thesis that all tie minerals in the pegmatite

crystallized in the same late magmatic phase, and that reaction and replacement of

early minerals is unimportant in the formation of these pegmatites.

Lmnry W. Lnwrs: The Calculation of the InterJaci,atr Angles Jrom Comdinate
Ele.ments i,n the Eeragonal Syslem. (Read in abstract.) Presentation of a method of

expressing the relations between interfacial angles and polai elements with corres-
ponding position angles in the hexagonal system, together with necessary formulas
and examples.

L. H. B.q,unn and Ilennv BnnueN: Fri.edel,ite, Schallerile, anil Related. MineraJs.
A reexamination of the friedelite-schallerite group and some intermediate members,
of which there are new analyses available. Also an attempt to classify some related
minerals as being members of a more extensive series to which friedelite, schallerite,
pyrosmalite, and possibly dixenite, hematolite and the new Franklin mineral mc-
governite belong. The discussion is chiefly optical and chemical.
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E. P. HnNonnsoN: Uaarwite from Cali.forni.a. The analysis of this chromium
garnet was made to confirm the variety uvarovite. Hasty search through the litera-
ture, shows few analyses with high chromium percentages; and in many cases the
iron, aluminum and chromium were not separated. This garnet has sufficient chro-
mium to confirm the existence of uvarovite as a variety.

E. P. Hnxonnsox: Correl,otion of chemicd composition and the opti.eal' properti.es

of Tri.pli,te. Triplite is a mineral whose chemical composition varies greatly. Some
contain only small percentages of FeO (as Iow as 1.68/), others as hieh as 4l.42Vo
FeO. The optical values change as the percentage of FeO increases, It seems
advisable to limit the name triplite to the manganese fluor-phosphate and give the
name zwieselite to the iron fluor-phosphate. The name zwieselite is now in the litera-
ture as the iron rich variety of triplite. The calcium and magnesium present in the
analysis can be accounted for by isomorphism, a mixture of the spodrosite and
wagnerite molecules, respectively.

Josun L. Grnsow: Stages in the Contact Metamorphisrn in the Pend. Oreille
District of Norlhern ldaho. The Pend OreiIIe district lies around the southern arm
of Lake Pend Oreille, in northern ldaho. There, quartzites and argillites belonging
to the Belt series of Algonkian age, and a Cambrian quartzite, shale and limestone
have been intruded by Mesozoic granodiorites. The resulting metamorphism was
intense and widespread. The exomorphism proceeded in three overlapping stages,
as follows: 1. A recrystallization of the limestone to marble, and the quartzites

and agillites to adinoles; a process caused by a general distillation of hot juvenile

waters, carrying soda, during the intrusion of the magma. 2. A formation by
metasomatism in the marbles and adinoles of a considerable variety of high-
temperature silicates. These minerals formed after the intrusive rock was solid at
the margin, but still very hot. 3. A replacement of these earlier minerals by
muscovite, sericite, chlorite, magnetite, and pyrrhotite, and, in exceptional cases,
by zeolites and carbonates. Only the third stage is represented in the endomorphism.
Muscovite, sericite, chlorite, magnetite, and locally molybdenite and other sulphides
and calcite formed in a progesssive sequence in the solid granodiorite by solutions
which seem to have ascended along the margins of the intrusive.

Vrcron Gor,nscunrot and S. G. GonooN: Crystallographic Tobles for the
Deterrnination oJ Minerals. (Read in abstract). Tables have been prepared of 1025
species, and 193 important varieties and doubtful species. Of this number crystal-
Iographic data are available for 759 minerals, and these have been so arranged as to
be convenient for the determination of a species by goniometric measurement.

S. G. Gomon: The Conrenience oJ a Rotating Toble in the Use oJ the Two-circle
Goniometer. (Read in abstract). By mounting the Goldschmidt Two-circle gonio-

meter on a rotating table, the apparatus can be turned to bring the vertical circle
and horizontal circle successively in a position for comfortable reading of angles.

Arrmo C. Hawxrws: Casts onil Pseud.omorphs oJ the Soluble Minerals in the
Triassic Shales of Cmtral. New Jersey. (Read in abstract). Cavities of glauberite

in individual crystals and groups occur at Blackwells Mills, New Jersey, fiIled with

calcite, which forms a pseudomorphous replacement. (In red shale). Similar glau-

berite caviti6 found at New Brunswick, New Jersey, contain small barite crystals
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in addition to the calcite. Hopper-shaped cavities which were originally occupied

by halite crystals occur near New Brunswick, New Jersey, in red shales' This is the

first time that such halite cavities have been reported in the Triassic at any point

south of New Bngland.

M. N. Snonr: Mi'crochemical Determination oJ lhe Ore Minerals' The identifica-

methods of applying such tests.

L. S. Bnowr'r: (Introduced by J. T. Lonsdale) . occwrence oJ Ruti.Ie,Il.menite anil

Leucorene in Miil-Continenfal Seiliments. Making some rather extensive investiga-

leucoxene is demonstrated and attempts made to determine whether such alteration

occurred prior or subsequent to disintegration of parent rock' A possible andprob-

able explanation of the "pitting" of sedimentary leucoxene as described by Milner

is discussed.

The highest index is close to 1.490, compared with 1.500 in other occurrences of

this zeolite. The axial angle is appreciably larger than in stilbite of most authors.

Heating changes the optical orientation of the mineral.

Lrwrs C. Ra.Msnelr: The crystal Structure of cuprous sul,fid,e.x-ray difiraction

patterns of a cubic type can be secured by heating CuzS above its inversion point

i91'C.) o. at ordinary temperatures from CuzS which contains more t]rran 8/6

excess S in solid solution. The excess S prevents the inversion to the low temperature

form. The somewhat meager X-ray data are in excellent agreement with the CaF2

tJ4)e of structure.
+ * * *

Iargest in the history of the Society.
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NOTES AND NEWS

THE CONVENIBNCE OF A ROTATING TABLB IN THE USE
OF A TWO-CIRCLE GONIOMETER

Seuwr, G. Gonnon, Acad.emy of Natural Sc'iences of Philad,elphia,

With the development of the two-circle goniometer by C'oldschmidt, mineralo-
gists were given an instrument which obviated the necessity of constantly resetting
a crystal. The position of the vertical circle, however, is such as to cause considerable
inconvenience in reading. It is necessary to get up and walk to the side of the in-
strument in order to read the vernier.

The writer is aware of tv/o attempts to overcome this handicali, on one instru-

ment the circle was graduated on the edge; on another, a device for reflecting the
vemier,by a system of mirrors,into the same telescope used for reading the horizon-

tal circle, was employed.
The writer has found that a rotating table, of the type that microscopists used

for shifting a microscope from one person to another, was most convenient, (Fig. 1).

Frc. 1. Goniometer mounted on rotating table.

This table is 30 inches in diameter, and 29 inches high, and carries the entire instru-

ment and lamp. The axle is 1.5 inches in diameter and 3.5 inches long, and is rigidly


